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Abstract

In order to make use of the above mentioned advantages
in adaptive control systems we need t o formulate control
algorithms based on &domain models. Examples of such
control algorithms are given in e.g. [I, 3, 41. In this paper
&domain versions of generalized predictive control will be
considered. Some of the work has been presented in [5].
The &operator offers the same flexibility (and restrictions) in modeling as the q-operator which makes it possible to transform any q-domain control algorithm to the
&domain. A directly transformed version of the basic GPC
algorithm, see [6],has been presented in [3] for systems on
&domain ARMAX form. The calculations involve a reformulation of optimal output predictions from a q-domain
formulation t o a &domain equivalent. This is obtained by
means of the two Diophantine equations

This paper describes new approaches to generalized predictive control formulated in the delta (6) domain. A new
&domain version of the continuous-time emulator-based
predictor is presented. It produces the optimal estimate in
the deterministic case whenever the predictor order is chosen greater than or equal t o the number of future predicted
samples, however a “good’’ estimate is usually obtained in
a much longer range of samples. This is particularly advantageous at fast sampling rates where a “conventional”
predictor is bound t o become very computationally demanding. Two controllers are considered: one having a
well-defined limit as the sampling period tends to zero,
the other being a close approximation t o the conventional
discrete-time GPC. Both algorithms are discrete in nature and well-suited for adaptive control. The fact, that
&domain model are used does not introduce an approximation since such a model could be obtained by an exact
sampling of a continuous-time model.

These Diophantine equations can be solved in a recursive
manner, see e.g. [4]. However, they become singular when
T + 0. This is impossible to avoid when considering optimal (MV) prediction because this is inherently connected
t o the shift-operator, i.e. the output i s predicted a number of samples ahead rather than a t absolute time instants
independent from the sampling period.
In this paper a new discrete-time predictor which overcomes this problem is presented. The predictor i s based on
ideas from the continuous-time emulator-based predictor
presented in [7] It is shown t o have a certain optimality
property in the deterministic case.
The algorithms presented here avoid the problems of
constructing continuous-time estimators and implementing continuous-time control algorithms. The control algorithms are based on discrete-time &domain models possibly obtained using a discrete-time identification algorithm
and are in a sense exact-they are not derived as simple approximations of continuous-time algorithms. The 6domain models are also exact in the sense, that they should
not be thought of as approximations of continuous-time
models and are fully equivalent t o q-domain models. The
reason for spelling out these observations is that many people may think of the &operator as simply a tool for implementation of continuous-time algorithms. However, as
will be shown, the nature of the new &domain emulatorbased predictor makes it possible to construct algorithms
that approximate both continuous-time algorithms with a
well-defined limit as T + 0 and discrete-time algorithms
0.
which unavoidably become unrealizable when T

1. Introduction
In recent years it has become widely accepted, that the
shift operator is not well suited to describe sampled systems a t fast sampling rates. It has been suggested t o use
the so-called delta-operator [l]

6=-

T

or q = l + T 6

where T is the sampling period and q is the forward shiftoperator. Using system models parameterized by the 6operator gives a closer relationship between the sampled
system and the underlying continuous-time system at fast
sampling rates. This is due t o the fact, that for a signal

4t)
lim &(t) =

T-bO

d
gz(t)

In accordance with this relationship we will call h ( t )the
n’th order &derivative of z(t).The fact, that &domain descriptions converge to their corresponding continuous-time
descriptions as T
0 makes it possible t o utilize physical a priori knowledge. Also non-minimum phase problems
introduced by the sampling process can be handled more
easily than in the q-domain. An important advantage in
adaptive control systems is, that better numerical and convergence properties of least squares parameter estimators
are obtained when formulated in the &domain, see [2].

+

+
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with obvious definitions of S and I?. The matrix M,,(Ny)
is upper-triangular with unit diagonal elements and hence
of full rank. Combining the time-domain version of the
above with (5) yields

2. Emulator-based prediction in the &domain
As mentioned optimal prediction is inherently connected
to the shift-operator and is therefore not feasible a t fast
sampling rates. To obtain a predictor which behaves well
when T -+ 0 we will start out by looking at the continuoustime emulator based predictor presented in [7]. In continuous time we can approximate a function y ( t ) in the neighborhood o f t by the Taylor-series expansion

or with y ( t , r ) being the approximation of y ( t

+r)

(5)
where y contains the &derivatives of y ( t )

or in a matrix notation

An interesting feature of this improved predictor is shown
in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Let k denote a positive integer. T h e n
This expression can be used t o predict y ( t + r ) for positive
r assuming knowledge of the derivatives of y ( t ) . Based

TN, (kT)M,,(N,)I' = (1

T

(16)

if the predictor order is N, 2 k.

on (2) a &domain approximation of the above may be
obtained simply by replacing d / d t with 6. However, as
knowledge of Ny&derivatives would be assumed we may
do better by utilizing all these &derivatives in the approximation of each time-derivative. Denote the transform variables associated with 6 and q by y E @. and z E @.,respectively. Knowing, that z = exp(sT) where s is the complex
Laplace-operator it is not difficult t o see, that

1
s=-ln(l+yT)

+y q k

Using a Taylor-series expansion for exp(.) we

Proof:
can write

(1 + T T ) ~= exp(kln(1+yT))

(8)

or in a matrix notation

Using Taylor-series expansion now gives

(1 + Y T )=
~

(19)
1

[ kT g(kT)2 . . 1

1

By raising the above expression in the j'th po.wer, it is obvious, that s3 can be expressed in terms of y3,yJ+l, . . .

+

where Taylor-series expansions of hi(l yT) have been
inserted according to (9), (10). By comparing coefficients
on both sides of the above equation it is easy to see, that
all terms on the righthand side including y in a power
greater than k must cancel each other. The proof follows
from a further comparison with (11) which shows that
MS7(N,)I' includes exactly all terms of order up t o Ny
in the righthand side of the above equation.

where the coefficients vj,i can be determined from
VI,^, . . . ,v1,i by repeated convolution of (9). By breaking of all these expansions a t the Ny'th power of y we end
up with the following matrix formula for approximation of
s,2,.
. . ,SNU

The implication of the theorem is as follows. Application
t o (14) gives after a few simple manipulations
y ( t , kT) = (1

+ GT)'y(t) = q k Y ( t ) = ~ (+ tkT)

(20)

i.e. if perfect knowledge of the &derivatives of y ( t ) is available (the deterministic case), then the predictor is exact a t
sampling instants when the predictor order is greater than
or equal to the desired number of future predicted samples.
Hence, in this case no information is wasted. However, the

or
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where the control order Nu satisfies

predictor can still be used to predict inter-sample behavior and to extrapolate by predicting more than Ny samples
ahead which will be exemplified later.
The &derivatives in (14)are unknown at time t (the 6operator is anti-causal) and must therefore be estimated.
This is achieved by a &domain version of time-derivative
emulation. Consider the &domain ARMAX model

A(J)Y(t)= B ( o 4 t ) + c ( s ) e ( t )

0 5 N, 5 Ny + n p , - np,

-d

(34)

By defining
U

=

[Up)Su(t) 62u(t)

.. . P%(t)]

(35)

we can finally write the emulator based predictor as

(21)

1

where deg(A) = n, deg(B) = m < n and deg(C = n,
c(6)has all roots inside the stability circle and e t ) is a
white noise signal. The system delay in samples is d =
n - m > 0. The control criteria use a filtered version of
the output:

3. Control design
Two Merent criterion functions are considered

where deg(Pn)2 deg(Pd).Introduce the notation

<k(t)= dk<(t)

(23)

By means of the two coupled Diophantine equations (suppressed arguments)

dkPnC = EkPdA+Fk
EkB = GkC+Hk

The two resulting controllers will be referred to as the
DCGPC (Delta-domain approximation of CGPC) and
the DQGPC (Delta-domain approximation of q-domain
GPC), respectively. Both criteria are subject to the constraint
dku(t)=
for /c > N ,
(37)
Using (36)and by writing the future reference and control
signals as Taylor-series expansions similar to (14)

(24)
(25)

+

with the order restrictions deg(&) = k
npn - np,,
deg Fk) = np, n - 1, deg(Gk) = k np, - np, and
deg H k ) = n - 1 we can write

+

+

I

-

Hk
Fk
& ( t )= GkU(t)4- - - - U ( t ) 4- -Y(t)

- c

pdc

future

o

+Eke(t) (26)

+
future

past

The emulation of & ( t ) is now achieved by taking expectation conditioned on information obtained at time t - 1.
This gives the emulation

<; ( t )= Gku(t)+ ro(t)
Fk
+ -!At>
p dc

= TN,(T)M,~(Nz/)W

U(ti 7)

= TNU(7)Mq(Nu)u

(38)
(39)

a unified criterion can be specified as

Ju = (Gu + C O - w)~W,(GU+ C O - ~ ) + p u ~ " ' W , u
(40)

(27)

where the weighting matrices are given by

where

c o w =)t(.,Hk

w(tiT)

(28)

M&(Nv)

In a matrix notation we can write

Ly

T&,( T ) T N ,

(7)
d7

M~(Nz/)

N2

C* = Gii + C O

Mz~(Ng>

(29)

i=N1

T~u(iT)TN~(iT)M,,(N~)

where

c*

= [<o*(t)cl(t)

* * *

<N,(t)IT

t

= [u(t)6u(t) . . . 6(N,+npn-nPd-d)
is built up from the coefficients of Gk.
To reduce the dimension of G we impose the following
constraint on the smoothness of the control strategy

and row

k of

dku(t)= 0 for k

> N,

i-0

with uppermost entry belonging to Jc. in both cases. Notice the close analogy between the DCGPC case and the

DQGPC case. It can be shown, that W,is positive definite

for T > 0 and T2 - TI > 0 respectively N2
The vector w is defined by

- NI 2 Nu.

w = [w(t)&u(t)J2w(t) . . . dNuw(t)IT

(33)

(41)
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Approxlmate step-responses. T=O 1

Minimization of the unified quadratic criterion results in
the optimal control vector
U

=

(GTW~G+~W,)-'G+W,(~-CO)

=

K

(W

- CO)

(42)

Note, that in the case Nu = 0 the matrix to be inverted is
a scalar, which is highly attractive from a computational
point of view. The controller is implemented following a
receding horizon strategy and hence only the first element
of U need to be calculated:

u(t)= leT (W

- CO)

Nu=SO

(43)

where ICT = [ko kl . . . k ~ is the
~ first
] row of K.The
controllers can easily be rewritten to polynomial form

8

10

12

Time

Figure 1: True and approximate step-responses with

third order system and varying N , = 5 , . . . , 5 0 in steps
of 5 , T = 0.1 (top) and T = 0.01 (bottom).

Using the results from the previous section and (42) it can
be shown, that

As argued in [7] the precision of the predictor can be
examined by comparing the true and approximate (predicted) step-responses of the open-loop system. In Figure 1 these responses are depicted for various predictor
orders 5 5 N g 5 50 over the time-range 0 5 t _< 12 with
sampling periods of T = 0.1 and T = 0.01.
Clearly, the emulator-based predictor is in both cases
capable of predicting the output much further than the
"guaranteed" horizon N y T , cf. Theorem 1. We note, that
perhaps somewhat surprising the effective prediction horizon decreases when T is reduced. A possible explanation is,
that Ny&derivatives contains information of the output
in a longer absolute time range when T is large.

R(S) =

Q(4 =

(46)

S(6) =

(47)

+ +

+

n, deg(Q) = n p , n Ny and
deg(S) = n p , +.n - 1. Note, that the transfer function

with deg(R) = n p ,

S(d)/R(G) is strictly proper which means, that the last
value of the output y(t) is not fed back. Note also, that the
transfer function Q(G)/R(S) is anti-causal, i.e. knowledge
of future &derivatives of the reference signal ~ ( tis )necessary. While this information may be accessible in some
applications, e.g. robotics, it may in other applications be
necessary to make some assumptions on the future reference. A common assumption is constant future reference
which can be obtained by choosing
w = [w(t) 0

. .. OIT

4.2. The DCGPC controller
To show, that the sampling period has very little influence on the closed-loop DCGPC poles consider the 3.
order non-minimum phase system

B(s)
-=
A(s)

(49)

(52)

The predictor order Nu has been chosen quite high so as
not to affect the pole locations. The pole-locations are plotted in Figure 2. The poles have been converted to the Sdomain using (8) since the &domain stability region depends on T which prevents a direct comparison of the 6domain poles.
The figure shows, that the poles vary very little with
the sampling period. Hence, even with quite large sampling periods the DCGPC controller is very close to the
continuous-time limit obtained when T -+ 0.

4. Simulation examples

4.1. The &domain emulator based predictor
To illustrate the prediction facilities of the new ddomain emulator-based predictor some experiments have
been performed on the third order stable system

A(s)

1

Ti = 0, Tz = 5, T = 0.0001,. . . ,0.5
Ny= 30, Nu = 3, p = 0, P,/Pd = 1

+

3

(s

f

+ 1)

controlled by the DCGPC controller with design parameters

with deg(Q) = n p ,
n so that the transfer function
& ( S ) / R ( S ) becomes exactly proper.

B(s) --

s(s2

(48)

In this case the &(d) polynomial becomes

Q(S) = koC(S)Pd(G)

-0.2s

+ 3)(s2 + s + 1)
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closed-lwp pole losmbm
2,

i-

05-

E

T

N2

Exact GPC

0.01
0.05
0.1

100
20
10
5
2

-3.4572,
-3.4707,
-3.4920,
-3.5529,
-3.9929,

0.2
4

0-

0.5

00001

-1.6502
-1.6507
-1.6526
-1.6590
-1.6759

f 2.1329 i
f 2.1498 i

f2.1768 i
f 2.2516 i
f 2.71302’

-05-

-1 -15-1
5

1

&f

-2
-2
-2 5

-1 5

-2

-1

-05

-3.4920, -1.6526 f 2.1768 i
-3.5529, -1.6590 f 2.2516 i
-3.9929, -1.6759 f 2.71302

Figure 2: Closed-loop DCGPC poles (5-domain) for

Table 1: Closed-loop DQGPC and GPC poles (s-domain)
for various sampling periods.

varying T.

4.3. The DQGPC controller

presented in [7]. The &derivatives are estimated in a way
that closely resembles emulation of time-derivatives. The
new predictor was in the deterministic case shown to be
exact at sampling instants if the predictor order is chosen
higher than or equal to the number of future predicted
samples. In addition it has an ability to extrapolate which
may give computational savings, as shown in the simulation examples.
Also two new control algorithms have been presented
although treated in a unified manner. Simulations indicate, that the DCGPC algorithm closely approximates it’s
continuous-time equivalent almost independently from the
sampling period. firthermore, the DQGPC algorithm has
been shown t o be closely related to usual q-domain GPC’s
based on optimal prediction. The DQGPC algorithm potentially offers large computational savings if the maximum cost horizon N2 is large at the cost of very small
deviations from the optimal solution.

Consider the basic GPC criterion

[y(t+iT)- w ( t +iT)I2
= const

+

Na

+

+

[g(t i T ) - w(t iT)I2 (54)

i=N1

+

where control weighting has been omitted and Q(t i T )
is the MV-prediction of y ( t i T ) given information up t o
time t . The criterion is subject t o the constraint

+

u(t

+ i) = u ( t ) ,

i > Nu

(55)

When considering this positional version of the GPC based
on an ARMAX model it is clear, that the DQGPC approximates this controller when Nu = 0 and Pn/Pd = 1. To
illustrate this some control designs have been made with
the system (50) and design parameters

NI = 1, N2T = 10, T = 0.01,. . . ,0.5
Ny = IO, NU = 0, p = 0, Pn/Pd = 1
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